
 
 

 

Thank you for selecting reclaimed wood products from Viridian for your project! 
 

We want to make sure your install goes easily.  Please read the guidelines below, and if you don’t see the answers to your questions 
please speak with your Viridian salesperson or give us a call at 877-909-WOOD. 

 

INSPECT YOUR MERCHANDISE NOW! 
Carefully inspect your order for damaged items immediately upon receipt! An accurate account of damage such as, but not limited 
to, rounded corners, dents or gouges must be reported on the Bill of Lading to receive credit for damage.   All quantity 
discrepancies and product that does not conform to the Signed Sales Order must be reported to us at 877-909-WOOD or 
customerservice@viridianwood.com within 5 days of receipt of product to receive credit. 

 

STORAGE & HANDLING 
Protect wood products from exposure to wet conditions.  Store wood products in a dry, warm, well-ventilated, weather-tight location.  
Do not place wood products near concrete, masonry, plaster, or drywall that is not 100% cured and dried. To avoid shrinking and 
cracking (or expansion) you must keep the relative humidity in the installation area between 30% and 50% at all times.   

 

INSTALLATION 
This product may fail if not properly installed or installed in an inappropriate environment. A licensed contractor and installer should 
always be consulted for the specifics of your project, including the fitness of this product for your application and yield percentages 
for your particular use. We recommend using Architectural Woodworking Standards (AWS) guidelines. 
 
Our products go through numerous inspections before shipping, but ultimately the installer is the final inspector of the product. 
Additional grading and defecting may be required to achieve the desired look. Installation acknowledges that our material meets 
the standards outlined in your Signed Sales Order.  If there are any questions call us before you install. 
 
STEP 1: PREPARE THE WALL 

Wall must be painted, clean and 100% dry before installation.  After the paint has cured, wipe the wall down with a clean 
cloth. You want to make sure there is no dust, dirt, grease or grime on the walls. The cleaner the wall, the better the 
adhesive will stick!  This is a very important step that cannot be skipped. 

 
STEP 2: ACCLIMATE THE MATERIAL 

Paneling must adjust to the relative humidity of the immediate room they will be installed in. Acclimation times vary by 
region, but in general wood must be moved into the dry, finished and heated space where it will be installed at least 3 days 
before installation.  All pieces must be unbundled and stacked so surfaces and edges are exposed during this period. 

 
STEP 3: DRY FIT MATERIAL 

• Lay out material (on the floor) before peeling & sticking to create a random layout that also minimizes cuts. 

• If you find a board that deviates from your desired look use it in a less visible location or as a small cut-in piece. 

• Color sorted products still contain variation. Be selective when defecting for color to avoid running short of material. 
 

STEP 4: START YOUR FIRST ROW 

• Actual start location will vary by install, but in general measure 4 rows down from the ceiling.  
• Use a level to create your reference line. 

• Choose a long piece for your first board. Peel 2 pieces of adhesive liner off, and only peel 10” of the third liner off.  It 
is important to have this liner still on so that the board does not accidentally stick to the wall. 

• Align the first board to your reference line.  Keep it angled away from the wall until it is even with the line. 

• Once it is lined up, stick it to the wall and gently pull the third liner tag down at a 45-degree angle. 
 

       
(instructions continue next page) 



 

STEP 5: ACTIVATE THE ADHESIVE WITH PRESSURE 

• You must use a J-Roller to apply pressure to firmly and evenly attach to wall. The adhesive is pressure sensitive and is 
activated by the pressure you exert onto it. 

• Continue to add boards and remember to use the J-Roller every several rows to make sure the adhesive is activated. 
 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
 
Indoor Use Only: Viridian offers matching tongue and groove material that can be used outdoors, call for details.  
 
Textured Surfaces: Lightly textured surfaces should stick with ease; heavier textured surfaces should be sanded down, cleaned and 
painted/primered for best results. 
 
Ceilings: Paneling is lightweight and easy to apply to ceilings provided they are smooth, painted, clean and flat.  Heavier textured 
ceilings should be sanded down, cleaned and painted/primered for best results. 
 
Fireplaces: The general rule from the National Fire Code is that all combustible materials must be at least 6” away from the fire box. 
Make sure you consult your local building code as some areas have codes that differ from the National Standards. 
 
Cutting: There are lots of options for cutting Peel & Stick paneling including chop saw, miter saw, jig saw, or table saw. 
 
Cupping / Lifting: If a board cups a little during acclimation, it can still be used. The three strips of commercial grade, pressure 
sensitive adhesive on the back of each panel are incredibly strong! Just make sure to apply even pressure with a J roller at the time 
of installation.  If a corner curls or lifts after installing, a tack/pin nail can be added to hold it in place. 
 
Temporary Installation: Permanent installation yields the best installs as the product is designed to take on the strength and 
flatness of the wall surface.  For temporary installation, you can nail or screw a very thin piece primed/painted plywood to the wall 
first, and then stick the paneling to the plywood. 
 
Removal: The semi-permanent adhesive is rated to stick for more than 10 years. To remove you will need to pull off the boards, 
remove adhesive from the wall, and possibly make repairs to the surface. 
 
 

 
PRODUCT GRADING & VARIABILITY 

Our "Get Real!" Policy: Our products are natural, untreated wood from reclaimed sources. Each piece of material is one-of-a kind 
and will have its own distinct appearance with naturally occurring variation in color from heartwood to sapwood, tone, grain, knots, 
burls, swirls, species and character.  There is the potential for mineral streaks; oxide stains; surface checking; and dowel, knot, 
insect, and nail holes from its prior use. These features are inherent to the product and make your wood products unique and 
beautiful! Exposure to light may also cause subtle color changes over time. This natural process, called patina, will add to the 
beauty and character of your wood.  Solid wood is in constant motion; it expands and contracts according to changing temperature 
and humidity, depending on the environment lines or gaps in or between planks may occur. We believe this only makes wood 
products more individual and elegant.  All our reclaimed products are "Character Grade" and shall allow any kind, number or 
distribution of the aforementioned characteristics.  Grading allows open imperfections up to 1-1/2" in diameter circle, and may 
extend beyond plank edges.  Color sorting is subjective and not guaranteed.  Additional grading and defecting may be required by 
the buyer to achieve the desired look.  We make every effort to make samples we provide representative of the final product, but 
samples simply cannot encompass every variation you might encounter in the final product. 
 
 
 

 


